What Have We Written Lately?

Chubb is pleased to present a
comprehensive insurance solution
designed specifcally to help
Not-for-Proft organizations cope with a
range of potentially devastating threats to
their fnancial well-being.
Chubb’s extensive enhancement
endorsement in addition to our standard
form provides best-in-class coverage to
Not-for-Proft customers. By combining
almost thirty diferent enhancements all
in one endorsement, we have made it
an easy to use solution for you and your
qualifying clients.

• Premiums can be as low as $750 for
D&O and EPL.
• Coverage can be broad and simplifed
with our Not-for-Profit
Enhancement Endorsement.
• Extensive multi-year policy term
capabilities.

Do you have any clients that would ft
our growing appetite for Not-for-Proft
organizations? Are you fully aware of
the breadth of our coverage and pricing
parameters?
Here are some examples of what we have
written lately:

Coverage(s)

Approx.
Premium

Limits

Description of Operations

D&O and EPL

$6,000

$5,000,000

Charity

Crime

$3,500

$100,000

$50,000,000 revenues

105 employees, 170 volunteers
D&O and EPL

$750

$1,000,000

Industry Association
$20,000 revenues
No employees, just volunteers

D&O and EPL

$1,450

$2,000,000

Employment Agency
$1,000,000 revenues
25 employees, no volunteers

D&O and EPL

$1,490

$1,000,000

Religious Organization
$150,000 revenues
6 employees, number of
volunteers unknown

D&O and EPL

$975

$1,000,000

Charity
No employees, 10 volunteers

D&O and EPL

$1,750

$1,000,000

Industry Association
$800,000 revenues
6 employees, 10 volunteers
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